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CHAPTER)
BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Background
The overall objective of this study was to illustrate how Geographic Information
System (GIS) technology and computer-based spatial analysis can be applied to the field
of Emergency Medical Services (EMS). In using these tools, an EMS organization can
analyze the demographic characteristics of a service region to allow for more effective
planning in the deployment ofresources in the community. More specifically, these
tools can be used for ambulance response time minimization, community-based
education programs, determination of optimal. utilization strategies for public health
resources, and for EMS incident locational analysis. Using the previously mentioned
analytical techniques, this study identified the segment of the population most closely
associated with medical emergencies. It also identified where this segment of the
population is located and why they tend to utilize EMS.
The study area includes the Cities of Fairfield, and Suisun City, both located in
Solano County, California (Figure 1). Both of these cities are situated on the Northeast
portion of the San Francisco Bay Area approximately 45 miles northeast of San
Francisco. In 1990, these cities had a combined population of approximately 110,000,
and a median household (HH) income of $47,000 per year. Table 1 gives a brief
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Research material related to the spatial analysis of medical emergencies is sparse.
The majority of research in medical geography has been carried to analyz.e disease
patterns, health, and health care delivery at the hospital or physician level. Very little has
dealt with emergency medical services at the pre-hospital care and provider levels. Most
of the techniques and methodologies used in medical geography research that was
reviewed include the use of small data sets (where n < 500), and the use of univariate
statistical analysis techniques in pattern analysis. In addition, past studies have involved
spatial analysis at very small scales and the mapping of diseases.
The spatial analysis of diseases using sociodemographic factors can be closely
tied to this research. Meade et al. (1988) pointed out that where diseases occurred in a
sociodemographic context they could be closely tied to the poverty syndrome. The
diseases included congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, cancer, diabetes,
emphysema, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. These diseases seemed to occur
more often among the poor than among the affluent. There seemed to be a socio-
pathogenic complex made up in large part of stress, life-style, diet, housing, polluted air,
old paint, and old pipes. According to Meade et al. physical, social, and mental diseases
had similar patterns in urban areas. Eyles and Woods (1983) pointed out that diseases
traditionally associated with low socioeconomic status included a wide range of
respiratory illnesses, cardiac diseases, diabetes, cancer, and gastrointestinal disorders.
Munasinghe and Morris (1996) conducted research on disease clustering using
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regional spatial autocorrelation (RSAC). lbis was done to evaluate the localization of
clusters for regions with elevated disease rates. In addition they compared this method to
the choroplethic mapping and the methods used by the National Cancer Institute (NCr)
for mapping cancer mortality in the United States. The distribution of pancreatic cancer
among the elderly white male population in the United States was used in the comparison
study. The methodology involved the use of simple univariate tests. Overall, they are in
agreement that RSAC seemed to be more efficient for identifying the localization of
disease clusters than the method used by the NCT. The authors do recognize the fact that
the NCr method was developed to identify analytic areas with elevated rates, not to
localize disease clusters. The NCr method is more appropriate for identification of
individual analytic areas in densely populated regions that have disease rates different
from the national rate. The RSAC method is more suitable for detecting disease
clustering in a group of spatially adjacent analytic areas.
Gatrell and Bailey (1996) researched the validity and use of various statistical
tools for modeling raised incidence of disease around point source pollution sites. In
using various statistical techniques they looked at the clustering of childhood leukemia,
Burkitt's lymphoma, larynx cancer, and childhood mortality in various parts of the world.
They separated their methods into three broad classes. First, in order to obtain an
accurate description of the phenomena, they used visualization methods embracing a
variety of mapped displays of their data. Second, it was necessary to utilize exploratory
methods of data analysis to summarize and describe map patterns and relationships. The
third set of methods included the use of quantitative modeling of the disease distributions.
The primary objective of their research was achieved by their illustration of the various
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geostatistical methods that can be used in conjunction with GIS to analyze point patterns
in a geographic unit.
Accident Analysis
Levine et al. (1996) did a spatial analysis of auto accidents. Their objective was
to describe spatial patterns of motor vehicle crashes in Honolulu. The method they used
was to geo-code accident locations. The Nearest Neighbor Analysis method was used to
develop and describe the degree of spatial concentration. The spatial patterns ofaccidents
were analyzed for every hour of the day with weekdays and weekends examined
separately. The variables used include time of day, traffic volwne, weather conditions,
alcohol, and vehicle speed. In describing the spatial distribution, they used various
geostatistical methods to analyze crash locations in the Honolulu metropolitan area.
They concluded that the urban periphery (suburbs and rural areas) produced more serious
accidents due to the fact that drivers who used the roads in the urban periphery were more
likely to drive at excessive speeds.
Jones et al. (1996) used the K-Function Analysis to determine the degree of
clustering exhibited by auto accident residuals from a spatially referenced logistic
regression. This model was constructed to ascertain the factors influencing the outcome
and the likelihood of death in a road traffic accident. They applied this analysis not only
to data on mortality and morbidity but also to the examination of the residuals from the
spatial regression. They concluded that the majority ofauto accidents were clustered
around settlements as were the majority of fatalities.
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Public Health
Bullen et al. (1996) conducted research concerning the application of Iocational
analysis methods and GIS in public health planning and decision-making. They
explained the use of a GIS to identify a nested hierarchy oflocalities for the management
of primary health care in West Sussex, England. More specifically, their research
involved using GIS to assess patient to general practitioner (GP) flow patterns.
Bullen generated a series of thematic layers defining various GIS coverages.
They also defined perceived neighborhoods that consisted of a survey of the area
residents and where these residents perceived th.e boundaries of their neighborhoods to be
geographically located. The results of the Bullen Study were presented in three solutions.
Each solution showed a different perspective in the analysis of their data. The first two
solutions dealt simply with. the tecbnocratically derived visualization of health
administrative boundaries in Sussex County using GIS. These solutions were not
associated with any analysis of the data. The third solution revealed the actual patient to
GP flows. This investigator performed a visual analysis of the mapped results of this
solution. It appeared to show that the lesser the density of cities or towns in an area, the
greater the distance the population will travel to a GP office. The patients to GP flows
appeared to disregard administrative boundaries. Distance appeared to be the major
faetor-determining patient to GP flows. Finally, they emphasized the importance of
choosing the spatial unit that can have the maximum visual impact and understanding
while viewing a map for health. planning purposes. This study did not necessarily
emphasize a specific methodology in analyzing spatial data. Rather, it emphasized how a
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tool (GIS) can be used for effective data visualization.
A study done by Gobalet and Thomas (1996) described the use of
sociodemographic data combined in a geographic information system for public health
decision-making purposes. They focused on the recent changes in United States health
care with an increased emphasis on how sociodemographic analyses are being
incOJporated into public health decision-making. They discussed the application of GIS
to this process. In addition, they examined three cases in which GIS was used as an
adjunct to decision-making involving sociodemographic variables.
First, Gobalet and Thomas looked at sexually transmitted disease (SID)
distribution in Santa Clara County, California. The Public Health Department was asked
to provide data on the distribution of adolescent child bearing and STD incidence by
school district to help those planning the school-based prevention and awareness
programs. Health workers needed to know the number of STD cases for each school
district. In addition, information was gathered to obtain the adolescent child bearing rate
for each school district. Once this was done it was determined, through the use of a GIS,
that there was a high correlation between adolescent STD rates and adolescent child
bearing in several school districts. Policy makers were then able to target specific scbool
districts for intervention.
Second, Gobalet and Thomas looked at ambulatory care hospitalization of senior
citizens in the same county. Their objective was to identify areas in which public health
interventions might reduce unnecessary hospitalization. To accomplish this, public
health officials needed to identify regions in which seniors had an above average risk of
developing preventable acute conditions. The health department used the index of
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indicaton; specified in the Older American Acts of 1965 and 1992. These indicators
described facton; placing senior citizens at risk ofreduced independence, increased
reliance on health care supportive services, increased morbidity, and premature death.
The indicators are high rates oflinguistic isolation, living alone, poverty, limited
mobility, and limited sdf-care. They used 1990 Census data tied to census tracts to
identify areas with a meaningful population which have the characteristics associated
with the index of indicators. Tracts with high values were designated Senior Risk Zones
(SRZs). In addition, they used hospital discharge data that included many relevant
variables, among them principal diagnosis and patient home address. The county also
used a set of diagnoses known as Ambulatory Care Sensitive (ACS) conditions. These
are conditions for which timely and effective primary care will reduce the risk of
hospitalization by preventing the onset of illness, controlling an acute episodic illness, or
managing a chronic disease. Hospitalizations for ACS conditions are considered
preventable ifpatients receive medical attention before the condition becomes acute. An
area with high ACS rates indicated preventable hospitalizations and possible problems
with access to primary medical care services. As with the index of indicators, this
information was also tied to census tracts.
Using the index of indicator data and the ACS data together, Gobalet and Thomas
generated a map identifying the locations of two variables: 1) areas with the greatest
number ofpreventable hospitalizations, and 2) areas previously identified as Senior Risk
Zones. The results of this study were used in the preparation of the county government's
new strategic plan for senior care.
Third., Gobalet and Thomas studied premature birth monitoring in Tennessee.
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This case study differed from the others in the fact that the spatial unit chosen for analysis
was the county. As a fIrst step in determining the at risk population, they performed a
simple correlation analysis which showed that counties with a high level of premature
births tended to be those with lower housing values and large African-American
populations. They also found that high premature birth rates were associated with high
levels of abortion, adolescent birth, fetal death, neonatal death, and infant death.
Once the characteristics of the at-risk population were determined., a GIS was
used to show the spatial distribution of the population at risk with these conditions. The
results of the GIS analysis was provided using a choroplethic map which, through simple
visual inspection, showed high levels ofpremature birth rates associated with the western
portion of the state. The results of this study led state and local community health
agencies to develop strategies that would promote prenatal care.
Kohli et al. (1995) conducted a study of geographical access to health care based
on distance from the primary health center. A GIS was used in their study. They obtained
population centroid data for the thirteen communes (or counties) located within
Ostergotland Province, Sweden. In addition, a database was constructed that contained
age, gender, personal identification number, what county the individual resided in, the
primary health center ofeach individual, and their distance from the primary health
center in meters. The results showed that communes with larger populations had a
shorter distance to the primary health center and larger communes also had a larger
percentage of population within 10km of the primary health center.
Smith (l973) published a study concerning the geography of social well being in
the United States. The objective was to identify both the spatial and statistical
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differences of social well being in the United States at the state level. The method used
was factor analysis. After he removed all factor loadings between -. 50 and .50, the
results showed two factors to be dominant. Loadings that fell outside of this range
indicated that the measure is highly associated with the factor. The first factor, General
Socio-Economic well being, had high loadings in income, home-ownership, white-collar
workers, and median years of school completed. In addition, this factor had low loadings
in households with poor diets, disease, and families earning less than $3,000 annual
income. The second factor, Social Pathology, had high loadings in disease, and various
types of criminal activity. In addition, this factor had low loadings in registered voters,
and index of home amenities.
Emergency Services
BiUitier et al. (1996) conducted a study of the factors that contribute to medically
unnecessary ambulance transports. They identified two objectives for this study. The
first objective was to identify sociodemographic factors associated with medically
unnecessary ambulance transports. The second objective was to detennine the
willingness ofpatients to utilize alternate modes of transportation to the emergency
department. For their analysis they conducted a multisite prospective survey ofall
patients arriving by ambulance to one suburban and four urban emergency departments in
New York during a one-week period. The results of the fIrst objective showed that there
is a meaningful statistical relationship between: 1) patients under forty years of age, who
make less than $20,000 annually, and 2) those who receive public assistance. The results
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of the second objective showed that patients who used the ambulance when it was not
medically necessary used it due to the lack of an alternate means of transportation to the
hospital.
Dickinson et al. (1996) conducted a study pertaining to geriatric use of emergency
medical services. Their objective was to quantify the use of emergency medical services
by geriatric patients with that of young adult patients. They used patient age to
distinguish between the two groups. The study was conducted over a 6-month period in a
suburban EMS system serving a population of 76,500 residents. They concluded that
geriatric patients used emergency medical services more frequently than did the younger
adults. The results also showed that younger adults incurred greater charges for seJVice,
and were more likely to utilize emergency medical services for minor medical problems.
Shah-Canning et al. (1996) conducted a 3D-year study of the care-seeking patterns
of inner-city families using the pediatric emergency room. More specifically, this study
dealt with a pediatric emergency department. Families were inteJViewed as they sought
care in the pediatric emergency department. The goal of the questioning was to
determine if the families sought care in the emergency department due to the lack of a
regular pediatrician. They identified two groups. Those who sought care in the
emergency department who did not have a regular source ofmedical care, and those who
sought care in the emergency department who had a regular source of medical care. Over
three decades, the results showed a steady increase in the number of families seeking
medical care for their children in the emergency departments who had no regular source
of care. The majority of these families tended to be on some form of public assistance.
Garrison et al. (1997) conducted a study on the role of emergency medical
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services in primary injury prevention (PIP). The objective was to present the consensus
of a 16-member panel of leaders from the pre-hospital EMS community on essential and
desirable EMS PIP activities. Essential PIP activities include: protecting individual EMS
providers from injury, educating EMS providers in PIP fundamentals, supporting
collection of EMS data, empowering EMS providers to conduct PIP activities, and
participating in community PIP programs. The implementation of a PIP program has a
possibility of reducing EMS system overload, and provides for a more efficient allocation
of EMS resources in the area of injury prevention, in addition to the more traditional
injury treatment role of EMS providers.
Conclusions
As can be seen from this literature, the spatial analysis of health care issues, the
distribution of disease, and the provision of various health care services has been a
significant focus in past geographic research. However, the specific analysis of the
pattern of EMS health care provision is new and unique to the realm ofgeographic
research. By completing this study, it is hoped that a new and vital focus in this area of
health care analysis can be opened.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
For the purposes of this study, this investigator used emergency medical and
sociodemographic data. Using this data., three research questions each with one or more
supporting hypotheses were analyzed in this study. The following questions and
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associated research hypotheses were examined:
1. WHAT SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS ARE
ASSOCIATED WITH POPULATIONS WHO UTILIZE EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES AND WHAT IS THE SPATIAL PATTERN?
HYPOTHESIS:
l) Areas with poorer populations tend to utilize emergency medical services
more often than areas with wealthier populations.
II. WHAT SOCIODEMOGRAPillC FACTORS ARE MOST CLOSELY
ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIC TYPES OF MEDICAL
EMERGENCIES?
HYPOTHESES:
1) Areas with populations that rent property tend to be associated with a
greater number ofmedical emergencies, than areas with populations that
own property.
2) Areas with populations that depend on public assistance income will
utilize emergency medical services more than areas with populations that
do not depend on public assistance income.
3) Medical emergencies tend not to be associated with areas that have
populations earning a high mean annual income.
4) Cardiac, diabetic, and respiratory medical emergencies tend to be
associated with areas having older populations and not with areas having
younger populations.
5) Medical emergencies resulting from acts of violence tend to be associated
more with areas having younger populations than with areas having older
populations.
6) Medical emergencies resulting from acts ofviolence tend to be associated
more with areas having Black and Hispanic ethnic populations than with
areas having White or Asian ethnic populations.
7) There is no relation between population density and medical emergencies.
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III. IS THERE A CLUSTERED OR RANDOM PAITERN ASSOCIATED
WITH SPECIFIC TYPES OF MEDICAL EMERGENCIES?
HYPOTHESES:
1) Medical emergencies will exhibit a clustering pattern rather than a random
pattern in block groups.
2) Medical emergencies will most frequently occur in block groups





DATA SOURCES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
SwnmmyofDamSomc~
The data sources used in this study are the Emergency Medical Services Patient
Care Report (EMS-PCR) database from June 1991 to October 1995, and 1990 Census
dambase. In addition, the investigator will further base the analysis of this dam on work
experience in the study area from 1983-1995. It was during these years that the
investigator worked both as an Emergency Medical Technician (EMf) and Volunteer
Fire Fighter in the study area.
The EMS-PCR database (provided by the Solano County Emergency Medical
Services Agency) consists of dam assembled from patient care reports filled out by
private ambulance and fire department paramedics and emergency medical technicians
for each medical emergency call. The individual who provided primmy patient care on
the incident normally complet~ the patient care report in the hospital emergency room
immediately after each medical emergency incident. The database includes 71 fields
covering a wide range of characteristics for each medical emergency. Some exampl~
of these characteristics include ambulance response time, patient gender, and type of
medical insurance. The fields used from the EMS-PCR dambase were clinical
impression and grid (location of the incident). Clinical impression is the paramedic or
EMT's impression of the clinical condition responsible for the patient's request for
EMS services. It can be further summarized as the paramedic or EMf's impr~sionor
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diagnosis of the clinical syndrome he/she is attempting to manage in the pre-hospital
setting. It is broken down by category into 54 separate medical emergencies. Some
examples of medical emergencies included in the categories are cardiac arrest, gunshot
wound, assault, diabetic emergency, seizure emergency, and gastrointestinal bleed.
Location is based on the location of the incident in a predetermined grid cell reference
map. Each grid cell is 1I16 lh square mile. There are 148 grid cells that overlay the
study area. Since the data is accumulated on a continuous basis, the portion of the
EMS-PCR database that will be used consists of approximately 18,000 EMS-PCR
records from June 1991 to October 1995. This includes all of the EMS incidents that
occurred in the study area during the time period.
The second source of data to be used for this study is the electronic format of the
1990 US Bureau of Census database. This database was used to obtain various social
and economic variables that will be explained in greater detail in Chapter 2. The
geographic unit for this component of the study was the block group. There are 46
block groups that cover the study area. Each block group is of varying size, normally
containing 2000-4000 people, covering from 2 to 4 square miles.
Spatial Data Component
The two primary databases use different spatial units. For the purposes of
analysis, it was necessary to create one spatial unit. This was done by overlaying the
grid cells (Figure 2) on top of the block groups (Figure 3), as can be seen in Figure 4
(also in Figure 4 are three key urban land uses, these serve as points of reference when
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viewing the block groups and grid cells separately). With the assistance of both
Arc/Info GIS and ArcView GIS, a polygon-on-polygon overlay was used to merge the
grid cells into the block groups without changing the spatial integrity of the block
groups. The merging of these two geographic units was done by determining the
percentage of the area of each grid cell that is contained in each separate block group
(Goodchild et al. 1993, and Moxey and Allanson 1994). Once the percentage was
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Fig. 4. Grid cells overlain on top of block groups and key urban locations..
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attribute records (the raw frequency count of the total number of EMS incidents in each
grid cell) were assigned to each respective block group. This process is further
illustrated in Figure 5. The end result was one geographical unit (identical to the block
groups in Figure 3) containing the attributes records of both the EMS-PCR database,













As can be seen, GRID CELL I has been overlain
on top of BLOCK GROUPS A, B, and C. The
percentage of the area of GRID CELL I covering
BLOCK GROUPS A, B, and C was determined to
be as follows:
30% of the total area of GRID CELL I covers
BLOCK GROUP A.
60% of the total area of GRlD CELL I covers
BLOCK GROUP B.
10% of the total area of GRID CELL 1 covers
BLOCK GROUP C.
Based on this information, 30 % of the 100 EMS
incidents in GRID CELL I will be assigned to
BLOCK GROUP A. 60% of the 100 EMS incidents
will be assigned to BLOCK GROUP 8. l()O/O of the
100 EMS incidents will be assigned to BLOCK
GROUPC.
Fig. 5. lllustration of spatial unit overlay process.
Aspatial Data Component
To effectively answer each of the research questions and hypotheses, the
19
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investigator used variables from the EMS-peR database. Due to the large quantity of
data variables (54) in the EMS-PCR database available, these variables have been
classified into 11 aggregate groups designated as the Classified Clinical Impression
(CCI). Each of the variables in the CCI were derived using a two-step process. The fITSt
step involved minimizing the number medical emergency variables by grouping related
medical emergencies into a more encompassing variable category (Appendix A). The
second step involved converting the raw count data in each of the newly derived
variable groupings into a format that can be used more effectively with inferential
statistical methods. The format used was per capita (Appendix B).
In addition to using the CCI, the investigator used variables from the 1990
Census (Appendix C). The census variables were converted from a raw count format to
percentages. This data format has proven to be more effective when using inferential
statistical methods.
Methodology for Research Question I
WHAT SOCIODEMOGRAPIDC CHARACTERISTICS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH
PERSONS WHO UTILIZE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES?
The objective of this research question was to develop a profile of the type of
individual who utilizes the Emergency Medical Services System. The analysis portion
of this question will be done using Factor Analysis on all the variables in the cel and
Census databases. The output of the Factor Analysis is known as a data matrix. The
matrix of factor loadings provides a measure of the relationship between each variable
and the factors. Groups ofvariables (typically it is the variables which have the highest
and lowest factor loadings) dominate each factor and as a result they can be loosely
20
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associated in terms of interpretation. The profile was developed based on the groupings
of the factor loadings. The results of the Factor Analysis discerned any meaningful
relationships, which were used for addressing this question and the associated
hypothesis. The factor scores were mapped to identify which block groups have the
characteristics associated with the output of the factor analysis.
Methodology for Research Question II
WHAT SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ARE MOST CLOSELY ASSOCIATED
WITH SPECIFIC TYPES OF MEDICAL EMERGENCIES?
A stepwise regression was performed to discern any meaningful relationships
between each of the variables from the CCl and all the variables from the census. In a
stepwise regression the independent variables are re-examined at each stage to identify
any that have become superfluous following the introduction of subsequent predictors
(independent variables). At each step both inclusion and exclusion are possible until
neither are possible at the selected significance level (Shaw and Wheeler 1994). The
output from the stepwise regression identified which specific sociodemographic
variables (independent variables or predictors) are most closely associated with each of
the variables in the CCI (dependent variable). The standardized residuals were mapped
in order to analyze the unexplained variance associated with each regression model.
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Methodology for Research Question III
IS THERE A CLUSTERED OR RANDOM PATTERN ASSOCIATED WITH
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES?
The third research question consists of two objectives. The first objective was to
determine if the pattern of medical emergencies is clustered or random. The second
objective provided further evidence to support the first objective. For the frrst
objective, a quadrat analysis was done based on the CCI data using the grid cells. The
investigator attempted to conduct a measurement of the pattern of occurrence for each
of the variables in the CCI using quadrat analysis.
The first component of the second objective was to provide support to the first
objective in determining if the pattern is clustered or random. This was accomplished
by calculating a chi-square contingency table. Prior to calculating chi-square, a
contingency table was developed to house the categorical variables. The first set of
categorical variables that was used consisted of all the variables in the CCI. For the
column variables, the frequency count of each of the variables in the CCI was used in
the contingency table. The second categorization, the row variables, was derived from
an urban land use classification system based on several major urban land uses. The
resulting contingency table will consist of 10 columns, and 5 rows. The urban land use
classification system was developed based on the investigator's on-the-job experience
in the study area The system was based on the dominant urban land use that occurred
within each grid cell as can be seen in Table 2.
The second component consisted of using the frequency count from each of
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variables in the CCI (Classified Clinicallmpression) in the contingency table and their
occurrences in each type of urban land use. A series of bar graphs was constructed
based on the frequency of each medical emergency occurring in each type of urban land
use. Based on this data, it can be determined which types of medical emergencies
predominantly occur in each type of urban land use.
GRID CELL DEFINITION
CLASSIFICATION
Low-Density Urban grid cells dominated by single family dwellings
High-Density Urban grid cells dominated by apartment complexes and mobile
bomeparks
Business grid cells dominated by retail centers, convenience stores,
restaurants, and other types of retail activity
Industrial grid cells dominated by auto repair shops, wrecking yards,
chemical plants, and other forms of light and heavy industry
Rural grid cells dominated by open fields, farms, and ranches
Table 2. Definitions of Urban Land Use Classification.
Limitations and Assumptions
The polygon-on-polygon overlay process involved the grid cells and block
groups. As noted earlier, this process involved merging the grid cells into the block
groups. It was done this way for two reasons. The first is based on the fact that the grid
cell coverage was arbitrarily placed over the study area. Thus, the grid cell boundaries
do not conform to any physical, or man-made features, on the Earth. On the other hand,
the block group coverage was not placed arbitrarily over the study area. Block group
boundaries, being used to represent census data on a map, are placed over an area based
on man-made or physical features of the landscape (Martin 1996). The second reason
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was based on two limitations inherent within the data. The first limitation is based on
the fact that each record in the PCR-EMS database is not linked by address, or
georeferenced, to a location within the 1/16th square mile grid cells. lbis automatically
rules out using address matching, or georeferencing, to pinpoint where each medical
emergency occurs in the grid cells. Rather, each record in the PCR-EMS database is
linked to a respective grid cell by a key field identified as grid. This field contains the
grid cell ID number. Thus, each record is tied to a particular grid cell. In addition, the
total population per grid cell is not included within the PCR-EMS database. The census
data is set up in a similar way. Block group references the records contained within the
Census database. However, unlike the PCR-EMS database, the total population per
block group is included within this database. As a result of the limitations of the data,
two assumptions must be made. These pertain to the polygon-on-polygon overlay
process, converting the PCR-EMS data, and converting the census data into a format
compatible for use with inferential statistical methods. The two assumptions were:
medical emergencies are uniformly distributed in each grid cell, and population is
uniformly distributed within each block group (Goodchild et al. 1993, and Moxey and
Allanson 1994). Based on the data limitations and assumptions previously mentioned.,
the grid cells were merged into the block groups based on the fact that the area of each
of the grid cells is considerably smaller than the area of each the block groups. The
average area for a block group in this study area was over one square mile, and the area




DATA ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH FINDINGS
Findings for Research Question I
Using Factor Analysis with a varimax rotation, the underlying dimensions of
variation can be extracted. from a data matrix consisting of all the variables from the
block groups. These dimensions of variation can be used to identify relationships among
each of the variables in the data matrix. Variables extracted from the data matrix, which
had loadings that fell between - O. 50 and 0.50 were discarded. In using Factor Analysis
it is common practice to exclude factor loadings that fall outside of this range. Only
those variables with the largest positive and negative loadings were retained (Shaw and
Wheeler, 1994). For the purposes of this question, the objective was to identify the
characteristics of the population that were most closely associated with medical
emergencies in the pre-hospital environment. Within the context of this objective the
associated hypothesis was explained. The hypothesis was that areas with poorer persons
would be most closely associated with medical emergencies in the eCI than would areas
with wealthier persons. In the unrotated factor and rotated factor matrix, ten factors had
eigenvalues greater than one. Rotating just the top five factors produced. a similar result.
Table 3 shows the factor loadings for variables from the rotated factor (factor one) that
accounted for the highest percentage oftota] variance. Factor one has been identified as




Explained Variance: 27.7% Pathology
PCAP Pediatric Medical Emergencies « 13 yrs) 0.901
PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Females « 17 yrs) 0.900
PCAP Medical Emergencies Resulting from Acts of Violence 0.887
PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs/Alcohol 0.887
PCAP Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies 0.879
% ofI-Iousing Units Rented by Whites 0877
PCAP Geriatric Medical Emergencies (> 64 yrs) 0.871
PCAP Environmental Medical Emergencies 0.869
PCAP Respiratory Medical Emergencies 0.863
PCAP Cardiac Medical Emergencies 0.851
% of Households Renting Property 0.791
% of Households Paying $400-$599 Monthly Rent 0.785
% ofPopulation Receiving Public Assistance 0.750
% of Population < 30 yrs ofAge 0.646
% ofHousing Units with 2-19 Units 0.540
1989 Per Capita Income -(>.511
%ofHome Ownership-White -0.717
Table 3. Rotated Factor Loadings
total variance. Nine of the ten variables measuring medical emergency rates loaded on
this rotated factor. Mental health emergency calls was the only category that did not load
on factor one, but its loading on any of the other factors was less than 0.50. It clearly
identifies the characteristics of the population associated with medical emergencies in the
pre-hospital environment. This can be further explained by the preponderance of high
loading medical emergency variables, and the fact that the other non-medical emergency
variable loadings seem to be associated with poorer segments of the population. It
clearly shows that populations who are relatively young in age, rent property, receive
public assistance income, live in multi-unit housing, and have a low per capita income,
are associated most closely with medical emergencies in the pre-hospital environment
(Billitier et al. 1996). This evidence clearly supports the hypothesis that block groups
with poorer persons tend to utilize emergency medical services more often than block
groups with wealthier persons. Subsequent factors were not considered as they
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not considered as they independently accounted for little of the total variation or had
variable loadings that fell within the rejection range. As can be seen in the map of the
factor scores (Fig. 6.) the highest scores occur in block groups in and around the central
business district. This area is characterized by urban blight, and high-density rental
housing occupied by persons dependent upon public assistance.
1:106221
Fig.6.Map of Factor Scores.
Findings for Research Question II
A series of ten stepwise linear regressions were done using each variable
in the CCl (Appendix B) as the dependent variable. The independent variables consisted
of all the variables in the 1990 US Census database (Appendix C). All the regressions
used the same set of independent variables. SPSS statistical software package was used.
The variables entered into each model were based on the significance level of .05. The
output from the regressions showed only those independent variables that had a
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significance level less than or equal to .05. The independent variables were ranked in the
order that they were entered into the regression model. There were 46 observations
corresponding to each block group. In addition, in order to look for multicollinearity
among the independent variables, a Pearsons Correlation Matrix was calculated among
all the independent variables. This matrix can be viewed in Appendix D.
In order to identify if statistically meaningful correlations exist between each
dependent variable and the independent variables, a Pearsons Correlation was done. This
can be viewed in Appendix E. Upon examination of the correlations, they showed that
all the dependent variables, except one (see the PCAP Mental Health Medical
Emergencies Regression Model, page 42), had statistically meaningful positive
correlations with the percentage of the population renting property and the percentage of
population receiving public assistance. These two variables indicate that the poorer
segments of the population (those receiving public assistance) are most commonly
associated with medical emergencies.
The standardized residuals were mapped to identify any other underlying
relationships not presented in the regression results. These maps can be seen in
Appendix F. The spatial patterns on each map showed a tendency for the highest
residuals to occur in and around the Central Business District (CBD)(refer to Chapter n,
page 17, Fig. 4. for the location of this and other key urban areas). Significant areas of
urban blight characterize the CBD and its immediate surroundings. Multi-unit
apartments and mobile home parks housing large numbers of people dependent upon
public assistance are also located in this area. The only exception was the map of the
standardized residuals for PCAP Mental Health Emergencies. The highest residuals for
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this map clustered in a block group where a large private mental health treatment center
or halfway house is located. The maps of the standardized residuals provide some
explanation of the variation not explained in the regression models. These maps support
the fact that the unexplained variation is related to poverty and urban blight.
When the stepwise regression models were analyzed several predictors
(independent variables) were shown repeatedly to have statistically meaningful
relationships to all or several of the dependent variables. These predictors were all
associated with those segments of the population that rent, i.e. the percentage of housing
units rented by Whites, the percentage of households paying $400 to $599 monthly rent,
and the percentage of housing units with 20-49 units. The reason for these predictors
being shown as statistically meaningful could be because those segments of the
population who rent are typically associated with high density housing, have less
education, and are more prone to have medical problems due to poor diet, personal
hygiene, and sub-standard living conditions. In several stepwise regression models other
predictors had a statistically meaningful relationship which could not be explained such
as the percentage of housing units owned by Asians. Further research is necessary to
determine exactly what relationship this predictor has with the dependent variables.
The first stepwise linear regression model was done using PCAP Pediatric
Medical Emergencies « 13 yrs) as the dependent variable. The model summary can be
seen in Table 4. The R-square associated with the results clearly showed a meaningful
statistical relationship between PCAP Pediatric Medical Emergencies « 13 yrs) and the
predictors. The predictors can be defined as the independent variables with the strongest




P AP Pediatric \1edical Emergencies« 13 yrs)
Steps Variable(a) Entered C1IIDllIaUve R .....quare
I % of HUS rented by Whites 0.449
2 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.576
I
% of HUS with 1 hollS'ing unil at address
3 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.627
% of HUS with I unit at address
% ofpopulalion with < 12 yrs ofeduC8tion
4 % ofHUS rented by Whites 0.667
% ofHUS with I housing unit at address
% of population with < 12 yrs of eduC8tion
I
% of HUS owned by Asians
Letter" PredJdon Partial R-aquare p-value
a - % of HUS rented by Whites 0.449 0.000
b; % of HUS with 1 housing unit at address 0.127 0.000
c- % of population with < 12 ytS ofeducation 0.050 0.005
d- % of HUS owned by Asians 0.041 0.030
I
• leUer designations for variables included in regression
equation
Reg.rellion Equation
DV- -.182 + 337. + .376b + 351c + .258d
Table 4. Model I: PCAP Pediatnc Medical EmergencIes « 13 yrs)
the evidence in Table 4, the percentage of housing units rented by Whites is the leading
predictor. The next highest predictor was the percentage of housing units with I unit at
each address. The regression equation shows that all the variables have a positive
relationship to peAP Pediatric Medical Emergencies « 13 yrs). The predictors taken
together produce an R-square of .667. The Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, were
examined to determine if any other independent variables had a statistically meaningful
relationship to the dependent variable. It was found that positive correlations with the
percentage of population receiving public assistance (.596), the percentage ofpopulation
paying $400 to $599 monthly rent (.538), the percentage of population renting property
(.514), and the percentage of population less than 30 years of age (.442). hhas
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statistically meaningful negative correlations with the percentage of housing units owned
by Whites (-.475), the percentage of housing units owned by Blacks (-.326), and the
percentage ofmale population (-.320). When the PearsoDs Correlation Matrix, Appendix
0, was analyzed it was determined that these variables did not enter the regression due to
each of them having a high degree of multicollinearity with one or more of the predictors
entered into this model.
The second stepwise linear regression used the PCAP Cardiac Medical
Emergencies as the dependent variable. Refer to Table 5, for the model swnmary.
As in. the previous regression's results, the most statistically meaningful predictor is the
percentage of housing units rented by Whites. The next highest predictor is the
percentage of households paying greater than $599 monthly rent. In Table 5, in steps 2-6
of the regression, the percentage of housing units with I unit at each address is the second
highest predictor. However, this variable is removed in the fmal step, step 7. The
regression equation shows a positive relationship exists between the dependent variable
and the percentage of housing units rented by Whites, and the percentage of housing units
owned by Asians. A negative relationship exists between the percentage ofhousebolds
paying greater than $599 monthly rent, the percentage of housing units rented by
Hispanics, and the percentage of housing units with twenty to forty-nine units at each
address. The predictors taken together produce an R-square of .685. The Pearsons
Correlations, Appendix E, were examined to determine if any other independent variables
had a statistically meaningful relationship to the dependent variable. It was found that
positive correlations exist with the percentage of population receiving public assistance
(.517), the percentage of population paying $400 to $599 monthly rent (.480),
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DepeDdeat Vamble (DV):
, peAP Cardiac Medical Emergencies
Saps Vamble(l) Entered C\IIII.uladve R -Iquare
I % ofHUS rented by Whites 0.360
2 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.510
% of lruS with I housing unit at address
3 % of HUS rented by Whiles 0.577
% of HUS with I housing unit at address
% of HH paying> S599 monthly rent
4 % of HUS rented by "''hites 0.620
% of HUS with 1 housing unit al address
% of HH paying> 5599 monthly rent
% of HUS rented by Hispanics I
5 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.665
% of l·ruS with 1 housing unit at address
% of HH paying> 5599 monthly rent ,
% of HUS rented by Hispanics
% of lruS with 20-49 housing units at address
6 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.700
% of HUS with 1 housing unit at address
% of HH paying> 5599 monthly rent
% ofHUS TeIlled by Hispanics
% of HUS with 20-49 housing units at address
% ofHUS ownership -Asian
7 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.685
% of HH paying> 5599 monthly rent
% ofHUS rented by Hispanics
% ofHUS with 20-49 housing units al address
% of HUS ownership -Asian
Lettn* Prrdleton Partial R-tqu.are p-va11lll
,
a= % of HUS rented by Whites 0.360 0.000
b= % of HH paying> S599 monthly rent 0.067 0.003
c= % of HUS rented by Hispanics 0.043 0.014
d= % of HUS with 20-49 housing units at address 0.045 0.002
e= % of HUS ownership -Asian 0.035 0.009
• letter designations for variables included in regression equation
Rep-ellioa Equation
DV- -.019 + .281a - 384b - .205c - .490d + .167e
Table 5. Model 2: PCAP Cardiac Medical EmergenCIes.
the percentage of population renting property (.431), and the percentage of population
less than 30 years of age (.385). It was found that negative correlations exist with the
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percentage of housing units owned by Whites (-.402), and the percentage housing units
owned by Blacks (-. 303). When the Pearsons Correlation Matrix, Appendix D, was
analyzed it was determined that these variables did not enter the regression due to each of
them having a high degree of multicollinearity with one or more of the predictors entered
into this model.
The third stepwise linear regression used the PCAP Diabetic/Seizure Medical
Emergencies as the dependent variable. Refer to Table 6 for model summary. The
regression results for this model show that Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies were
again statistically related to the percentage of housing units rented by Whites. The next
highest predictor was the percentage of housing units with one unit at each address. The
regression equation shows a positive relationship exists with the percentage of housing
units rented by Whites, the percentage of housing units with one unit at each address, the
percentage of Hispanic population, and the percentage of unemployed. It shows a
negative relationship exists with the percentage of households paying greater than $599
monthly rent, the percentage of housing units with twenty to forty-nine units at each
address, the percentage of housing units owned by Blacks, and the percentage of housing
units owned by Whites. The predictors taken together produce an R-square of .776. The
Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, were examined to detennine if any other independent
variables had a statistically meaningful relationship to the dependent variable. It was
found that positive correlations exist with the percentage of population receiving public
assistance (.562), the percentage of population paying $400 to $599 monthly rent (.493),




Do""od•• t Variabl. lOY):
PCAP Diolx:t>clSoi~ Medical Em"'KCIlC1<S
Stop' VlU'iablo(.) Eet.rod C.mll.l.liw R .-.quare
1 ~. ofJIUS rculcd b 'WhitC$ 0.407
2 ~ orHUS mIled by Whit.. 0.123
% ofHUS with 1wt 01 oddrcoa
3 % ofHUS ....ed by \Vbi'<s 0.186
1/, ofHUS with 1 UDit M Iddreu
~,ofHH 0""'8> $599 monlb1y n:ol
4 'I, ofHUS ....ed by Whi'es 0.639
~ ofHUS with 1 ...., 01 _
".ofHH p&ying>SI99 mooIhIy.-..rt
% ofHUS with 2ll-49 w-i.. 01 _ I
5 %ofHUS mIled byWhJ'es 0.682
e;. orHus ...-ilb I Ullit at address
% of HH paying> SI99 lIllQhJy rml
%ofHUS with 2ll-49 ...... 01_.
'I. Hi.p&nje l'OPUIatioo
6 % of HUS ratted by Whilcl 0.712
'A, ofHUS with I ....101_
% ofHH paying> S599 monlb1y rmt
~. of HUS with 20-49 units at addtaJ
'I. Hispmic populatioc
%~oICJl1ed
7 % of HUS mIled by Whiles 0.747
'/1 of HUS with 1 unit aJ ad.res.s
% or HH poying > $599 monlb1y rml
Yo orHUS with 2ll-49 ...... II addreu
% Hupmic popJJatiao
%wxmplCJlled
'/0 orHUS o.........mp - Block
8 % orHUS realed by Whit.. 0.776
'I. ofHUS with 1 unit at a&irc:u
% of HH paying> $199 monlbly rcIlt
~,ofHUSwith 2ll-49 units 01 address
'f. Hispuio p:JI:Qlltioo
'f, uaomplCJlled
~,ofHUS o.........mp - Blo<:k
~. ofHUS o.........mp - While
Lcucr* P'redidoU P.rti.1 R-tqDarc p-w.t••
am ~,ofHUS reeled by Whilcl 0.406 0.000
~ e;. of HUS with I uml a.t addrea 0.125 0.002
"'" %orHH pa~> $599 momhly..m 0.0;4 0.009
cP Yo o(HUS willt 2ll-49 uai.....dd",.. 0.051 0.007
0= lIJ.~c PGCdAtioo 0.041 0.001
r y, UIXGldoYld 0.010 0.007
go ~,ofHUS<'WI><I'IIljp-BI..k 0.0>4 0.009
II- %orHUSo.........mp-Whiw 0.029 0.034
'1_ clclipl&tiooo f01' variabl.. included In _0100 """bCll
Rqr_tiOD Eq••tioa
IDV~ -.005 + .123a + .12~ - .1900 - .262d + .121e + .181f-
.146~- .04lh
Table 6. Model 3: PCAP DIabetic/SeIzure MedIcal EmergenCIes.
less than 30 years of age (AI 0). It was found that a negative correlation exists with the
percentage of male population (-.312). When the Pearsons Correlation Matrix, Appendix
D, was analyzed it was detennined that these variables did not enter the regression due to
each of them having a high degree ofmulticollinearity with one or more of the predictors
entered into this model. The predictors in this model seem to confirm the pattern
explained earlier. Several of the predictors are associated with those segments of the
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population that rent. Others appear to be associated with those segments of the
population that own property, e.g. the percentage of housing units with one unit, the
percentage of housing units owned by Blacks, and the percentage of housing units owned
by Whites. This may indicate that Diabetic/Seizure medical emergencies are not only
associated with poorer segments of the population, but also with the wealthier segments
of the population.
The fourth stepwise linear regression used PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving
Drugs/Alcohol as the dependent variable. Refer to Table 7 for model summary. The
results of this regression model show Medical Emergencies Associated with
Drugs/Alcohol to be statistically related to the percentage of housing units rented by
Whites. The next highest predictor is the percentage of housing units with twenty to
forty-nine units at each address. The regression equation shows a positive relationship
exists with housing units rented by Whites, population density, and the percentage of
population receiving public assistance. It shows a negative relationship exists with the
percentage of housing units with twenty to forty-nine Wlits at each address, the
percentage of households paying greater than $599 monthly rent, the percentage of
housing units rented by Asians, and the percentage of households paying less than $399
monthly rent. The predictors taken together produce an R-square of.782. The Pearsons
Correlations, Appendix E, were examined to determine if any other independent variables
had a statistically meaningful relationship to the dependent variable. It was found that
positive correlations exist with the percentage of population paying $400 to $599




PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs/Alcohol
Steps Vartable(a) Entered , Camublt1vc R -Iquuc
1 % ofHUS rented by Whites 0.433
2 % of HUS rented by \\!hites 0.553
% of HUS with 20-49 units al address
3 % of HUS rented by V.'hites 0.627
% of HUS with 20-49 units at address
Population Density {peT sq. mile}
I
4 % of HUS rented by 'Wrules 0.676
% ofHUS with 20-49 units at address
Population Density (peT sq. mile)
% ofHH paying> $599 monthly rent
5 % ofHUS rented by Whiles 0.726
% of HUS with 20-49 units at address
Population Density (per sq. mile)
% of HH paying> 5599 monthly rent
% of HUS rented by Asians
6 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.757
% of HUS with 20-49 units at address
Population Density (per sq. mile)
Yo of HH paying> 5599 monthly rent
Yo of rrus rented by Asians
% of population receiving public assistance
7 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.782
% of HUS with 20-49 units allUldress
Population Density (per sq, milc)
% of HH paying> 5599 monthly renl I
% of HUS rented by Asians
% ofpopulation receiving public assistance
% of HH paying> 5399 monthly rent
Letter" Predkton Partial R-Iquare p-value
a- % ofHUS rented by Whites , 0.433 0.000
b= % of HUS with 20-49 units at address 0120 0.000
c= Population Density (per sq. mile) 0.074 0.048
d= % of HH paying> 5599 monthly rent 0.048 0.004
e= Yo of HUS rented by Asians 0.050 0.001
f= Yo of population receiving public assistance 0.031 0.OJ4
g= Yo ofHH paying> 5399 monthly rent 0.025 0.045
• letter desigl1AtioJU for variables included in regression
equation
Regrellion EqWltioD
DV=.OO2 ....241a '. 513b ....000 12c - .317d - .243e + AI4f •
.341g
Table 7_ Model 4: PCAP Medical EmergencIes Involvmg Drugs/Alcohol.
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percentage of population less than 30 years of age (.431). It was found that a negative
correlation exists with the percentage of housing units owned by Whites (-.450). When
the Pearsons Correlation Matrix, Appendix D, was analyzed it was determined that these
variables did not enter the regression due to each of them having a high degree of
multicollinearity with one or more of the predictors entered into this model.
The fifth stepwise linear regression uses PCAP Geriatric Medical Emergencies (>
64 yrs) as the dependent variable. Refer to Table 8 for the model summary. The results
Depeodeut Variable (DY):
PCAP Geriatric Medical Emergencies (> 64 yrs)
Stept Variable(l) Eutered Cumulative R -Iquare
I % of HUS rented by Whites 0.385
2 %ofHUS rented by Whites 0.489
% of HUS with I unit at address
3 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.558
% of HUS with 1 unit at address
% of population receiving public assistance
4 % of HUS rented by Whiles 0.611··
% of HUS with I lIllit at address
% of population receiving public assistance
% male population
Letkr* Predkton Partial R-wquare ,I ~value
a- Vo of HUS rented by Whites 0.384 0.000
b= % of HUS with I unit al address 0.105 0.000
c= % of population TeCCiving public assistance 0.068 0.004
d= % male population 0.053 0.023
• Jetter designations for variables included in regression
equation
Regreiliou EquatioD
DV - -.296 + .275a + .409b + .940c + J07d
Table 8. ModelS: PCAP Genatnc Medical EmergencIes (> 64 yrs).
of this regression model show Geriatric Medical Emergencies (> 64 yrs) to be statistically
related to the percentage of housing units housing units rented by Whites. The next




regression equation shows all the predictors in this model have a positive relationship
with the dependent variable. The predictors taken together produce an R-square of .611.
The Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, were examined to detennine if any other
independent variables had a statistically meaningful relationship to the dependent
variable. It was found that positive correlations exist with the percentage of population
paying $400 to $599 monthly rent, the percentage of population renting property (.480),
and the percentage ofpopulation less than 30 years of age (.375). It was found that
negative correlations exist with the percentage ofhousing units owned by Whites (-.436),
the percentage of housing units owned by Blacks (-.321). When the Pearsons Correlation
Matrix, Appendix D, was analyzed it was determined that these variables did not enter
the regression due to each of them having a high degree of multicollinearity with one or
more of the predictors entered into this model. It remains unclear as to why the
percentage of population greater than 59 years of age did not enter into this model. In
addition, upon further examination of the Pearsons Correlation, the percentage of
population greater than 59 years of age had a .195 correlation with PCAP Geriatric
Medical Emergencies. Further research needs to be done on with regards to this
relationship. Based on the predictors the percentage of housing units with one unit could
be attributed to the fact that most older persons own their home, rather than rent, and live
in single family dwellings. The percentage of male population may have proven
statistically meaningful due to the fact that older males have more health problems than
older females.
The sixth stepwise linear regression uses PCAP Environmental Medical




peAP Enviromnenlal Medical Emergencies
Step' Variable(s) EDtered Cumulative R -.quare
1 % of HUS rented by \Vhites U.4 15
2 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.538
% of HUS with I unit at address
3 %ofHUS rented by Whites 0.591
% of HUS with I unit at address
% ofHH paying> $599 monthly rent
4 % of HUS rented by v,lUtes 0.653
% of HUS with 1 unit at address
% of HH paying> $599 monthly rent
% of HUS with 20-49 units at address
5 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.710
% of HUS with 1 unit at address
Yo of HH paying> $599 monthly rent
% of HUS with 20-49 units at address
% of HUS rented by Hispanics
Letter* Predlcton Partial R-.quare p-value
a- % of HUS rented by Whites 00415 0.000
b- % of HUS with 1 unit at address 0.123 0.091
c- % of HH paying> $599 monthly rent 0.058 0.001
d- % of HUS with 20-49 units at address 0.056 0.005
e= % of HUS rented by Hispanics 0.051 0.008
• lelteT designations for variables included in regression
equation
RegrenloD EquatioD
DV- - .009 + .098a + .028b - .132c· .140d - .010e
Table 9. Model 6. PCAP Envlronmental Medical EmergenCies.
The results of this regression model show Environmental Medical Emergencies to be
statistically related to the percentage of housing units rented by Whites. The next highest
predictor is the percentage of housing units with one unit at each address. The regression
equation shows a positive relationship exists with the percentage of housing units housing
units rented by Whites, and the percentage of housing units with one unit at each address.
A negative relationship exists with the percentage ofhouseholds paying greater than $599
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monthly rent, the percentage of housing units with twenty to forty-nine units at each
address, and the percentage of housing units rented by Hispanics. The predictors taken
together produce an R- square of. 71 O. The Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, were
examined to determine if any other independent variables had a statistically meaningful
relationship to the dependent variable. It was found that positive correlations exist with
the percentage of population receiving public assistance (.562), the percentage of
population paying $400 to $599 monthly rent (.485), the percentage of population renting
property (.447), and the percentage of population less than 30 years of age (.435). It was
found that negative correlations exist with the percentage of housing units owned by
Whites (-.440), and the percentage of male population (-.303). When the Pearsons
Correlation Matrix, Appendix D, was analyzed it was determined that these variables did
not enter the regression due to each of them having a high degree of multicollinearity
with one or more of the predictors entered into this model. In Providing a further
explanation of the results of this model, it appears that the percentage of housing units
with one unit may have proven to be statistically meaningful due to the fact occupants of
single-family dwelling tend to be outdoors more often taking care of their yards, thus
they may have a higher rate of injury.
The seventh stepwise linear regression uses PCAP Medical Emergencies
Involving Females (17-64 yrs) as the dependent variable. Refer to Table 10 for the model
summary. The results of this regression model show Medical Emergencies
Involving Females (17-64 yrs) to be statistically related to the percentage of housing
units rented Whites. The next highest predictor is the percentage ofhousing units with
one unit at each address. The regression equation shows a positive relationship exists
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among all the predictors and the dependent variable. The predictors taken together
produce an R- square of .658. The Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, were
DepeDdent Variable (DV):
PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Femalc~ ( > 17 yrs)
Steps
, Varlabk(l) Entered Cumulative R ..quare
I % off-IUS rented by Whiles 0.441
2 % ofHUS rented by Whiles 0.556
% of HUS with I unil at address
3 % of HUS rented by "''hites 0.603
% of filS with 1 unit al address
% male population
4 ,% of HUS rented by Whiles 0.658
% ofRUS with I unit at address
% male population
% of population receiving public assistance
Letter" Predlcton Partial R-,quare p-value
a; % of RUS rented by Whites 0.447 0.000
b- % of HUS with 1 unit at address 0.116 , 0.000
c- % male population 0.046 0.009
d~ % of population receiving public assistance 0.056 0.013
• letter designations for variables included in regression
equation
Regretdon Equation
DV = -.676 + .6798 + .902b + .700c + I.573d
Table 10. Model 7: PCAP Medical EmergencIes Involvmg Females (17-64 yrs).
examined to determine if any other independent variables had a statistically meaningful
relationship to the dependent variable. It was found that positive correlations exist with
the percentage of population paying $400 to $599 monthly rent (.520), and the percentage
of population less than 30 years of age (.432). It was that negative correlations exist with
the percentage of housing units owned by Whites (-.471) the percentage of housing units
owned by Blacks (-.301). When the Pearsons Correlation Matrix, Appendix D, was
analyzed it was detennined that these variables did not enter the regression due to each of
them having a high degree of multicollinearity with one or more of the predictors entered
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into this model. In providing a further explanation of this models results it is unclear to
this investigator why the percentage of housing units with one unit and the percentage of
males proved to be statistically meaningful.
The eighth stepwise linear regression uses PCAP Mental Health Medical
Emergencies as the dependent variable. Refer to Table 11 for the model summary.
Dependent Variable (DV):
PCAP Mental Health Medical
Emergencies
Steps Varlable(l) En.tered Cumulative R -Iquare
1 Yo of HUS rented by Whiles 0.12
Letter* Predkton Partial R-Iquare p-vallE
a- % of HUS rented by Whites 0.120 0.019
• leiter designations fOT variables included in regression equation
Regression Equa.tion
DV - .0001 + .0238
Table 11. Model 8: PCAP Mental Health Medical EmergencIes.
The results of this regression model show no clear relationship between the dependent
variable and the independent variables entered into the model. This was clearly
illustrated by the low R-square of .120. The Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, were
examined to determine if any other independent variables had a statistically relationship
to the dependent variable. It was found that no other independent variables had a
statistically meaningful relationship. The correlation of the percentage of housing units
rented by Whites was .346. As in the regression model, this was the only independent
variable that had a statistically meaningful relationship with the dependent variable.
Upon examination of the Pearsons Correlation Matrix, Appendix D, the percentage of
housing units rented by Whites exhibits multicollinearity with more than 50% of the
independent variables. This may explain why this variable was the only one analyzed in
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the regression model. The reason for only one predictor entering this model is most likely
due to where the majority of this type of medical emergency occurs. In the study area the
majority of incidents relating to this type ofmedical emergency occur in one block !,'TOUp.
Within that one block group is the Solano Mental Health Crisis Center. It is here that all
mental health medical emergencies are brought. Persons involved in this type of medical
emergency are brought to the Crisis Center by local law enforcement. Thus, the original
location of where the medical emergency occurred is not known. When the Crisis Center
Staff calls the ambulance, it is this location that is subsequently entered into the PCR-
EMS database by ambulan.ce personnel as the location of the medical emergency
The ninth stepwise linear regression used PCAP Respiratory Medical
Emergencies as the dependent variable. Refer Table 12 for the model swnmary. The
results of this regression model show the dependent variable to be statistically related to
the percentage of housing units rented by Whites. The next highest predictor was the
percentage of housing units owned by Asians. The regression equation shows a positive
relationship exists with the percentage of housing units rented by Whites, the percentage
of housing units owned by Asians, and the percentage of households paying $400 to $599
monthly rent. It shows a negative relationship with the percentage of housing units with
twenty to forty-nine units at each address. The predictors taken together produce an R-
square of .589. The Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, were examined to determine if
any other independent variables had a statistically meaningful relationship to the
dependent variable. It was found that positive correlations exist with the percentage of
population receiving public assistance (.509), the percentage of population renting
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property (.467), and the percentage of population less than 30 years of age (.375). It was
found that negative correlations exist with the percentage of housing units owned by
Dependent VariJlble CDV):
PCAP Respiratory Medical Emergencies
Steps VariableCI) Entered CamulaUve
R -1qUllre
I % ofHUS rented by Whiles 0.363
2 % of HUS rented by \\'hilcs 0.477
% ofHUS ownen.hip - Asian
3 % of HUS rented by Whites 0.538
%ofHUS ownership - Asian
% of HUS with 20-49 unils al address
4 % of HUS rented by Whiles 0.589
% ofHUS ownership - Asian
% ofHUS wilh 20-49 units at address
% ofHH paying $400-$599 monthly rent
Let1er* Predkton Partial R- ~
IQU8R value
a= % of HUS rented by Whites 0.362 0.023
b= %ofHUS ownership - Asian 0.115 0.001
c- v. of HUS with 20-49 units at address 0.061 0.003
d= Yo of HH paying $400-$599 monthly rent 0.051 0.029
• letter designations for vuiables included in regression equation
'Regrellion Equation I
IDV = -.009 + .061a + .I3tb - .3t9c + .133d
Table 12. Model 9: Respiratory Medical Emergencies.
Whites (-.415), and the percentage of housing units owned by Blacks (-.324). When the
Pearsons Correlation Matrix, Appendix D, was analyzed it was detennined that these
variables did not enter the regression due to each of them having a high degree of
multicollinearity with one or more of the predictors entered into this model.
The tenth stepwise linear regression uses PCAP Medical Emergencies Resulting
from Acts of Violence as the dependent variable. Refer to Table 13 for the model
summary. The results of this regression model show the dependent variable to be
statistically related to the percentage of housing units rented by Whites. The next highest
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predictor was percentage of housing units with one unit at each address. The regression
equation shows a positive relationship exists with the percentage of housing units rented
tnpcGdctlt \'lU"i.blc IDV):
PCAP Medical Em~es Resulti~ from Acts ofViol""",
SkI" Voritlblch) Eoo'.,.od Cum.lati..", R --.q••rc
I ~,ofHUS rCOlod by Whiloa OAl5
2 ~. ofHUS r<dod by Whites 0.55
'/0 of HUS with I Wlil at oddr_
1 '., ofHUS r...od by White:; 0.604
°/~ofHUS with 1 umtataddrcss
% of 11 US paying >S599 mmlhly rart
4 % of HUS r<:Dlcd by Whites 0.653
"I. ofHUS witb I WIlt a.taddres.s !-I. ofH US p.yil18 >$599 mmthly rcol
V, ofHUS with 20-'19 UDib.t addta.
~ % of HUS ra:Jlod by Whit"" 0.699
0/, ofHUS with I Wlil at addraI
% of HUS paying >SS99 m_y rcnl
',' of HUS with 20-49 Wlib .. addtaa
~. Hispanic populatioo
6 ~. orHUS rcnIc:d byWbJlet 0.741
~. ofHUS with I w:ri.t at addrc.
~'. of HUS poyiDg >S599 marthly,...
V. of HUS with 20-49 UDib ., addIeu
~. HillJClio population
% 01 La1c:r:Df'loycd
7 % of HUS rClllod by Whil.. 0.769
it, ofHUS with I UDit a' oddr...
% of HUS paying >S599 moothly r<tll
~. of HUS witb 20......9 uuib at address
'Ie Hi spmic popu,LtJim
% ofuoanployod
Y.ofHUS ......-.mp-BI"".
8 '/0 of HUS rcmod by Whita .0.80:!
% ofHUS with I IZXIiI at oddr<u
% of HUS paying >SS99 mootbly rao!
'I. ofHUS with 20-49 units lit address
% Hiapmic population
~. ofuncmplaycd
it, ofHUS owoonbip - BI"".
Y, of HUS owocnbip - Whit.
Loner· hediC1.Qn ronlal R-j..r. p-val••
a· % of HUS rmlod by Whit.. 0.4H 0.000
bo ~. of HUS with 1 Wlit Ilt~ O.IIS 0.002
tF .• ofHUS paying >S599 montbIy raIl 0.054 O.OOS
d- % ofHUS with 20-49 Wlib at oddluo 0.049 0.007
e- Y. HL..,.roO population 0.046 0.000,.
V.of~oycd 0.042 0.002
g- 1'. ofHUS ow_p - Block 0.028 0.011
IF 1'. ofHUS owocnbip - While o.on 0.018
eldla"cbi~.for VIIri.blCl included in~on cquatiCll
IRetvetslOIll Bq_..dOD I
IDV: .004 ....084. + .Onb- .128. - .167d - .08le+ .mf· .0901' .029h I
Table 13. Modell 0: PCAP Medical Emergencies Resultmg from Acts of VIOlence.
by Whites, the percentage of housing units with one unit at each address, and the percent
of unemployed. A negative relationship exists with the percentage of households paying
greater than $599 monthly rent, the percentage of housing units with twenty to forty-nine
units at address, the percentage of Hispanic population., the percentage of housing units
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owned by Blacks, and the percentage of housing units ovmed by Whites. The predictors
taken together produce an R-square of .802. The Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E,
were examined to detennine if any other independent variables had a statistically
meaningful relationship to the dependent variable. It was found that positive correlations
exist with the percentage of population receiving public assistance (.552), the percentage
of population paying $400 to $599 monthly rent (.516), the percentage of population
renting property (.485), and the percentage of population less than 30 years of age (.445).
It was determined that negative correlations exist with the percentage ofhousing units
owned by Hispanics (-.304), and the percentage ofmale population (-.300). When the
Pearsons Correlation Matrix, Appendix 0, was analyzed it was determined that these
variables did not enter the regression due to each of them having a high degree of
multicollinearity with one or more of the predictors entered into this model. In providing
a further explanation of this model, it is unclear why the percentage of housing units with
one unit, housing units owned by Blacks, housing units owned by Whites, and the
percentage of Hispanic population proved to be statistically meaningful.
The fIrst hypothesis associated with this research question: Areas with
populations that rent property tend to be associated with a greater num.ber of medical
emergencies, than areas with populations that own property. The regression results in
conjunction with the correlation analysis confInned this hypothesis. As was seen in all of
the regression models the leading predictor appears to be the percentage of housing units
rented by Whites. In all the regression equations, a positive relationship exists with this
predictor. The regression model most closely in agreement with this hypothesis with
regards to predictors was PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs!Alcohol. All of
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the predictors in this model are associated with areas having populations that rent
property. In looking at the Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, statistically meaningful
positive correlations exist between each of the dependent variables and the percentage of
population renting property. The only exception was mental health medical emergencies.
The only independent variable that bas a statistically meaningful positive correlation to
this dependent variable is the percentage of housing units rented by Whites. Overall, the
statistical evidence supports this research hypothesis.
The second hypothesis: Areas with populations that depend on public assistance
income will utilize emergency medical services more than areas with populations that do
not depend on public assistance income. The regression results that had public assistance
in their predictors were PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Females (> 17 yrs) and
PCAP Geriatric Medical Emergencies (> 64 yrs). In both of these regression models the
percentage ofpopulation receiving public assistance predictor was positively related to
the dependent variable. In looking at the Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, the
percentage of population receiving public assistance has statistically meaningful positive
correlations with an but one of the independent variables. The exception is PCAP mental
health medical emergencies. The reason for this variable not having a statistically
meaningful correlation is the same reason explained in the summary of the results in the
PCAP Mental Medical Emergencies regression model earlier. Overall, the statistical
evidence supports this research hypothesis.
The third hypothesis: Medical emergencies tend not to be associated with areas
that have populations earning a high mean annual income. Based on the evidence
provided in the regression models, income alone does not appear to playa role in which
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populations utilize emergency medical services. However, upon examination of the
Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, it is revealed as previously stated that the percentage
of population receiving public assistance does indeed have a statistically meaningful
positive correlation with all the dependent variables except one, PCAP Mental Health
Medical Emergencies. Issues relating to that one dependent variable have already been
discussed in the previous paragraph. Overall, the statistical evidence supports this
research hypothesis.
The fourth hypothesis: Cardiac, diabetic, and respiratory medical emergencies
tend to be associated with areas having older populations and not with areas having
younger populations. The results provided in the relevant regression models (refer to
Table 5, page 27; Table 6, page 29; Table 12, page 36) showed that age does not appear
to playa role in these types of medical emergencies. However, upon examination of the
Pearsons Correlations, Appendix E, it appears the percentage of population under 30
years of age has a statistically meaningful positive correlation with all the dependent
variables. However, the statistical results show no statistically meaningful relationship
with the percentage of population greater than 59. Economic factors appear to play more
statistically meaningful role. Based on evidence from the regression models, and the
Pearsons Correlations it appears that these types of medical emergencies are associated
with poorer segments of the population. Age alone does not appear to playa role these
types of medical emergencies. The statistical evidence does not support this research
h.ypothesis.
The fifth hypothesis: Medical emergencies resulting from acts of violence tend to















populations. The results provided in the PCAP Medical Emergencies Resulting from
Acts of Violence regression model showed that age does not playa role in this type of
medical emergency. However, upon examination of the Pearsons Correlations, Appendix
E, it appears that PCAP medical emergencies resulting from acts of violence has a
statistically meaningful positive correlation to the percentage of population less than 30
years of age. In addition, there appears to be no statistically meaningful correlation
between PCAP Medical Emergencies Resulting from Acts of Violence and the
percentage of population greater than 59 years of age. Age may not have been
statistically meaningful in the regression models due to issues relating to multicollinearity
discussed in each model summary. The statistical evidence supports this research
hypothesis.
The sixth hypothesis: Medical emergencies resulting from acts of violence tend to
be associated more with areas having Black and Hispanic ethnic populations than with
areas having White or Asian ethnic populations. The results of the PCAP Medical
Emergencies Resulting from Acts of Violence regression model showed that there was a
positive association between percentage of housing Wlits rented by Whites and the
dependent variable. In addition, this predictor was the dominant predictor in the model.
The other ethnic predictors in this model: the percentage of Hispanic population, the
percentage of housing units owned by Blacks, and the percentage of housing units owned
by Whites were negatively associated with the dependent variable. As a result, based
solely on the evidence in the regression model, it appears that the ethnic group associated
most with medical emergencies resulting from acts of violence is White. Examination of
the Pearsons Correlation, Appendix E, confirmed these results. However, economic
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circumstances also playa role. One of the dominant economic predictors in this model
that supports this statement is the fact that the percentage of unemployed the sixth
predictor, was positively associated with the dependent variable. Overall, the statistical
evidence does not support this research hypothesis.
The seventh hypothesis: There is no relation between population density and
medical emergencies. The only regression model in which population density showed up
in the predictors was the PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs/Alcohol. To
better determine if population density does indeed playa role in medical emergencies one
must look at other predictors in the regression models. The predictors in six out of ten
regression models show evidence confirming that certain medical emergencies have a
statistically meaningful relationship to population density. These predictors are the
percentage of housing units with two to nineteen units, twenty to forty-nine units, and
fifty or more units. At least one ofthese predictors had a statistically meaningful
relationship in six out often of the regression models. Being that these predictors indicate
high-density housing, thus high population density, it is safe to conclude that the
statistical evidence supports this research hypothesis.
Findings for Research Question III
Two methods were used to determine the spatial pattern for the medical
emergency data. For both methods, the Urban Land Use Classification System (refer to
Chapter 2, page 26, table 2~ was used to assist in determining where specific medical
emergencies occur in the study area. The ftrSt method, quadrat analysis, was done using
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the 148 1/16th square mile grid cells overlain onto the study. The pattern was determined
by extracting the variance-mean ratio of the observed distribution. Based on this ratio,
regularly located points will yield a variance-mean ratio < 1.0. Randomly located points
will yield a varian.ce-mean ratio of 1.0. A clustered point pattern will yield a variance-
mean ratio> 1.0. The greater the degree of departure from 1.0 the greater the regularity
or clustering of the point pattern (Shaw and Wheeler 1994). The variance-mean ratio is
illustrated in Table 14.
Type of Medical Emergency VMR""
Pediatric Medical Emergencies « 12 yn) 78.0~
Cardiac Medical Emergencies 35.93
Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies 16.49
Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs!Alcohol 22.25
Geriatric Medical Emergencies (> 64 yn) 94.49
Environmental Medical Emergencies 6.62
Medical Emergencies Involving Females (17·64 yn) 114.5
Mental Health Medical Emergencies 194.4
Respinllory Medical Emergencies 23.25
Medical Emergencies Resulting from Acts of Violence 13.61
.Vl\.fR = vanance-mean nuo
Table 14. Quadrat Analysis: Variance-Mean Ratio.
The second method involved using the chi-square statistic with an associated contingency
table in an attempt to confirm the results of the first method and to further assess where
various types of medical emergencies occur in the study area. The colwnn categories
consisted of the various types ofmedical emergencies. The row categories consisted of
the five urban land use classifications as outline in Chapter il, page 22, Table 2. In order
to obtain accurate results with this method it was necessary to separate the medical
emergency variables into two categories, mutually exclusive and non-mutually exclusive.
The mutually exclusive variables were cardiac medical emergencies, diabetic/seizure
medical emergencies, medical emergencies involving drugs and alcohol, environmental
medical emergencies, respiratory medical emergencies, and medical emergencies
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resulting from acts ofviolence. The non-mutually exclusive variables were based only on
medicaJ emergencies associated with different age groups. These variables were pediatric
medical emergencies « 13 yrs), medicaJ emergencies involving females (17 - 64 yrs),
and geriatric medical emergencies (> 64 yrs). The medical emergencies included within
this category were all the medical emergencies in the mutually exclusive category, and
several others such as DOAS(Dead On Arrival at Scene), suicide attempts, and syncopal
episodes. Mental health medical emergencies were excluded from both tables due to it
being a statistically anomaly for previously mentioned reasons. The results of this
method can be seen in Table 15 and Table 16. In Table 15 can be seen the chi-square
tables for the mutually exclusive category. In Table 16 can be seen the chi-square table
for the non-mutually exclusive category. In addition a series of bar graphs were
constructed illustrating the frequency distribution of these categories in Appendix G.
In analyzing the partial chi-square values along with the values for the observed
minus the expected portions of Table 15 it was shown that cardiac, diabetic/seizure,
drug/alcohol, respiratory, and violence-related medical emergencies all exhibit
statistically meaningful clustering in business, industrial, or high-density residential
urban land uses. This clustering is most likely attributed to the fact that in the majority of
areas where these types of land uses exist, there also exists some degree of high-density
residential housing. The occupants of this housing classification in these areas are
typically receiving public assistance and thus can be classified as economically
disadvantaged. Respiratory medical emergencies also exhibited statistically meaningful
clustering in low-density residential land use. Further research is necessary in order to
explain why this type of medical emergency exhibited clustering in this type of land use.
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EnvironmenlOl Respintory Violentzur. SUMS
LDR 369 228 212 119 334 1.76 1438
HDR 402 305 3S2 109 388 228 1784
B 4\3 Z'i'O 319 86 256 181 1525
1 38 20 61 16 36 \9 190
R 18 22 22 11 23 10 106
COLUMN
SUMS




Drug/AJcohol Environmental R..pir8lory Violent
zur. SUMS
illR 353.583 240.950 275.453 97.235 295.698 175.081 1438
HDR 438.660 298.925 341.730 120.631 366.847 217.207 1784
B 374.975 255.527 292.118 103.118 313.588 185.673 1525
I 46.7\8 31.836 36.395 12.848 39.070 23.133 190
R 26.064 17.76\ 20.305 7.168 21.797 12.906 106
COLUMN
SUMS
1240 845 966 341 1037 614 5043
OBSERVED - EXPECTED(O - E):
Cla.. Cardiae
Diabetic/Sci
Drug/Alrohol Environmental Respintory Violent
zure
LDR 15.417 -12950 .03.453 21.765 38.302 0.919
HDR -36.660 6.075 10.270 -11.631 21.153 10.793
B 38.025 14.473 26.882 -17.118 -57.588 -4.673
I -8.718 -11.836 24.605 3.152 -3.070 -4.133
R -8.064 4.239 1.695 3.832 l.203 -2.906






LDR 0.672 0.696 14.617 4.872 4.\161 0.005
HDR 3))64 0.\23 0.309 1.122 1.220 0.536
B 3.856 0.820 2474 2842 10.576 0.118
I 1.627 4.401 16.634 0.774 0.24\ 0.738
R 2495 1.0\2 0.142 2.049 0.066 0.6'4
dt=lO
algnJ1lcanet level ~ .05 Chi-Square -l 83.713 I
CrIlbl Value z31.•1
Table 15. Mutually ExclUSIve Category.
may be attributed to the fact that these types ofmedical emergencies occur most
frequently in this area because they are dominated by single-family homes. Occupants of
single-family homes typically will spend more time outdoors than the occupants of other
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type of housing. Overall, a clustering pattern is exhibited due to the fact that the chi-
square value, 83.713, is greater than the critical value of 31.41. These results confirm the
results in the quadrat analysis.
In analyzing the partial chi-square values along with the values for the observed
minus the expected portions ofTable 16, pediatric medical emergencies exhibit
OBSERVED (0)
Clan Pediatric Females Geriatric
ROW
SUMS
LOR 905 1872 1100 3877
HOR IlO3 2211 1284 45911
B 913 1576 795 3284
1 360 430 106 896
R 78 127 62 267
COLUMN







LOR 1007.804 1864.992 1004.204 3877
HOR 1195.224 2211.822 1190.954 4598
B 853.657 1579.736 850.607 3284
I 232.910 431.012 232.078 896
R 69.405 128.438 69.157 267
COLUMN
3359 6216 3347 12922
SUMS
OBSERVED - EXPECTED (0 - E)




HDR -92.224 -0.822 93.046
B 59.343 -3.736 ·55.607
1 127.090 -1.012 -126.078
R 8.595 -1.438 -7.157
(0- E)lfE - partial chi-.quare;
Cla.. Pediatric Females Geriatric
LOR 10.487 0.026 9.139
HOR 7.116 0.000 7.269
B 4.125 0.009 3.635
1 69.348 0.002 68.493
R 1.064 0.016 0.741
df=8
dgnJflcaoee level =.05 Chi-Square = 1 181.471
critical value - 15.51
Table 16. Non-Mutually ExclUSIve Categones.
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statistically meaningful clustering in industrial and business land uses. Further
research is necessary in order to explain why this type of medical emergency exhibited
clustering in these types ofland use. Analyzing the results of the category for medical
emergencies involving females showed that only a slight degree of clustering was
exhibited and all of the partial chi-square values contributed very little to the overall chi-
square test statistic. Further statistical testing is necessary in examining this category to
provide a clear explanation as to its relationship to this urban land use classification
scheme. Geriatric medical emergencies exhibited statistically meaningful clustering in
low-density and high-density residential land uses. This is attributed to the fact that the
population in this age group will most likely live in areas with types of urban land uses.
For the spatial interpretation of the distribution of each medical emergency using the grid
cell coverage, it is necessary to use the Urban Land Use Classification map (Fig. 7)
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1:87000
Fig. 7. Urban Land Use Classification.
illustrating the frequency count distribution of each medical emergency. In addition, the
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terms primary and secondary clustering will be used. Primary clustering is defined as the
grid cell(s) where the frequency counts were in the highest-class interval on !h.e map.
Secondary clustering is defined as the grid cell(s) where the frequency counts were in the
second highest-class interval on the map. Class intervals were based on Arcview's natural
breaks option.
Upon viewing the frequency count distribution of Pediatric Medical Emergencies
«13yrs) (Figure 8), the majority pediatric emergencies seem to be clustered in three
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Fig. 8. Distribution of Pediatric Medical Emergencies « 13 yrs of age).
The only regional shopping mall and hospital in the study area are located in the business
urban land use. Older housing and low-income apartments characterize the high-density
residential urban land use. Light industry, county government offices, and the county
mental health crisis center characterize the industrial urban land use. This medical
emergency also exhibits secondary clustering in and around the Central Business District.





















Fig. 9. Distribution of Cardiac Medical Emergencies.
cell where the regional shopping center and hospital are located. It also exhibits
secondary clustering in grid cells characterized by low-income housing and convalescent
care homes.
Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies (Figure 10) exhibit primary clustering in
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Fig. 10. Distribution of Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies.
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clustering also exists in the grid cell where the oldest secti on of the business district
exists. Secondary clustering exists in the grid cells in and adjacent to the Central
Business District and cells characterized by high-density housing.
Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs/Alcohol (Figure 11) exhibit primary
clustering in the grid cells comprising the oldest and newest portions of the Central
Business District. Secondary clustering is exhibited in high-density housing areas
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Fig. 11. Distribution of Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs!Alcohol.
Geriatric Medical Emergencies (>64yrs) (Figure 12) exhibit primary clustering in
the two grid cells where the hospital and elderly care homes exist. Secondary clustering
exists in grid cells dominated by businesses, and high-density housing.
Environmental Related Medical Emergencies (Figure 13) exhibit primary
clustering in the Central Business District. In addition, it exhibits secondary clustering in


























Fig. 12. Distribution of Geriatric Medical Emergencies (>64 yrs of age).
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Fig. 13. Distribution of Environmental Medical Emergencies.
Medical Emergencies Involving Females (17 - 64 yrs) (Figure 14) exhibit much
the same clustering as the other types of medical emergencies. Primary clustering exists
in the grid cells associate with business activity, hospitals, and elderly care homes.
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Fig. 14. Distribution of Medical Emergencies Involving
Females (17-64 yrs of age).
Secondary clustering exists in other areas of the Central Business District and the high-
density housing grid cells.
Mental Health Medical Emergencies (Figure 15) exhibit clustering in one cell.
The primary feature in this cell that would attract these types of medical emergencies is
the Solano County Mental Health Crisis Center. This center handles mental health
emergencies 24-hours per day.
Respiratory Medical Emergencies (Figure] 6) exhibit primary clustering in the
same grid cells as several previous medical emergencies. These cells are where the local
hospital and elderly care homes exist. Secondary clustering exists in adjacent high-
density residential cells.
Medical Emergencies Resulting from Acts of Violence (Figure 17) exhibit a
unique primary clustering pattern. It appears to cluster in all the high-density residential




















Fig.I5. Distribution of Menta} Health Medical Emergencies.
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Fig. 16. Distribution of Respiratory Medical Emergencies.





























Fig. 17. Distribution of Medical Emergencies Resulting
form Acts of Violence.
The frrst hypothesis associated with this research question stated that medical
emergencies would exhibit a clustering pattern rather than a random pattern. According
to the evidence provided in Tables 14, 15, and 16. all ten types of medical emergencies
will exhibit a clustering pattern in the study area. TIlls hypothesis was supported.
For the second hypothesis associated with this research question: Medical
emergencies will most frequently occur in high density housing areas rather than in low
density housing areas. This research hypothesis is supported based on the statistical
evidence provided in the quadrat analysis, and chi-square analysis, and the visual






The results of whether each of the research hypotheses were supported or




Areas with poorer populations tend to utilize emergeoc."y medical services more
YESoften than areas with wealthier populations.
Ke.earcb QueStiOD II:
Areas with populations thaI rent property tend to be associated with a greater YES
ffilmber of medical emergencies, than areas with populations that own property.
Areas WlUl popUlations IJIat c1epeIlc1 on publiC aSS1slance lIIcome WIll uhllZE
emergency medical services more than areas with populations thaI do not depend YES
on public assistance income.
Medical emergencies tend not to be associated with areas that have populations YES
earning a high mean annual income.
Cardiac. diabetic, and respintory medical emergencies tend to be associated with NO
areas having older populations and not with areas having younger populations.
Medical emergencies resu1ting from acts ofviolence tend to be associated more YES
with ate8S having younger populations than with areas having older populations.
Medical emergencies re~ultiDg from acts of vi olence tend to be associated more
NO
with areas having Black and Hispanic etlmic populations than with areas having
'White or Asian ethnic populations.
11lere is no relation between population den.'rity and medical emergencies. NO....
Medical emergencies will exhibit a clustering pattern ntber than a nndorn pattern YES
in block groups.
Medical emergencies will most frequently OQI.,'Ur in block groups dominated by
. high-density housing rather than in block groups dominated by low~ensity YES
housing.
Table 17. Supported and Unsupported Research Hypotheses.
The first research question stated what sociodemograpbic characteristics are
associated with populations who utilize Emergency Medical Services (EMS). The first
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hypothesis stated that areas with poorer populations tend to utilize emergency medical
services more often than areas with wealthier populations. The demographic profile
developed to detennine the characteristics of the population that uti lizes EMS showed
that poorer segments (defined as those segments of the population receiving public
assistance) of the population tended to utilize EMS more than wealthier segments of the
population. This may be the result of the fact that poorer segments of the population
appear not to have access to regular health care. As a result, sometimes the only time
they are in contact with a health care provider is through the EMS. Issues related to
health care access for the poor include, but are not limited to, lack of transportation to the
hospital, and lack of financial resources to pay for non-emergency health care services.
In addition, the roles of education and awareness are important. Poorer segments of the
population may not have the knowledge or education needed to understand issues relating
to preventative medicine. Steps taken to minimize the chances ofpersonal injury,
improve personal and environmental hygiene, and improve diet and other personal habits,
can only be accomplished through community education and awareness programs.
The second research question stated what sociodemographic factors are most
closely associated with specific types ofmedical emergencies. The first hypothesis, areas
with populations that rent property tend to be associated with a greater nwnber of medical
emergencies than areas with populations that own property was confirmed by the results.
The results showed that renters are associated with a disproportionate number of medical
emergencies. Ofthe ten different types of medical emergencies tested, all were
meaningfully associated with renters. In addition, there were statistically meaningful
positive correlations between the percentage of renters and nine out of the ten types of
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medical emergencies. The one that was not included was mental health medical
emergencies. This emergency was not statistically meaningful due to the fact that the
original location of where the medical emergency occurred was entered into the database.
This is due to the fact that, in accordance with local policy, law enforcement officials will
transport the individual associated with the mental health emergency to the local county
mental health crisis center. The original location of the medical emergency was not
entered into the PCR-EMS database. What is known is the location the ambulance
responded to for the medical emergency. That location was the Solano County Mental
Health Crisis Center. It was this location that was entered into the PCR-EMS database
used in this study. Put simply, every mental health medical emergency occurred at many
different locations but only one location (where the mental health crisis center is located)
was entered into the PCR-EMS database thus rendering the result inaccurate. The second
hypothesis, areas with populations that depend on public assistance income will utilize
emergency medical services more than areas with populations that do not depend on
public assistance income was also confirmed by the results. The percentage of
population receiving public assistance was shown to be statistically relevant in only one
of the regression models. However, when the Pearsons Correlations were examined this
independent variable had a statistically meaningful positive correlation to all the
dependent variables. The third hypothesis, medical emergencies tend not to be associated
with areas that have populations earning a high mean annual income. In the various
regression models, the results showed income not playing a role in any of the models.
This variable may not have been deemed statistically meaningful in any of the model due
to multicollinearity. When the Pearsons Correlations were examined, the percentage of
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population receiving public assistance had statistically meaningful positive correlations
with nine out of ten types of medical emergencies. Mental health medical emergencies
were not statistically meaningful for reasons explained earlier. The fourth hypothesis,
Cardiac, diabetic, and respiratory medical emergencies tend to be associated with areas
having older populations and not with areas having younger populations. According to
the results of the regression models, age seems not to playa meaningful role in who
utilizes EMS. Rather, according to the results provided in the regression models,
economic factors playa more meaningful role. When the Pearsons Correlations were
examined, the percentage ofpopulation less than 30 years of age had statistically
meaningful positive correlations to nine out of ten types of medical emergencies. The
percentage of population greater than 59 were not statistically meaningful for reasons
possibly relating to multicollinearity. The fifth hypothesis, medical emergencies
resulting from acts of violence tend to be associated more with areas having younger
populations than with areas having older populations. When the Pearsons Correlations
were examined, the percentage of population less than 30 years of age had a statistically
meaningful positive correlation to nine out often types of medical emergencies. The
sixth hypothesis, medical emergencies resulting from acts of violence tend to be
associated more with areas baving Black and Hispanic ethnic populations than with areas
baving White or Asian ethnic populations. Based on the results of the regression models
the ethnic associated most with this type of medical emergency is White. However,
economic factors such as unemployment and whether the population rents property were
also statistically meaningful. The seventh hypothesis, there is no relation between
population density and medical emergencies. According to the results provided in the
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regression models, population density was statistically meaningful in only one out ten
medical emergencies. Further examination of the output from the regression models
showed that variables related to multi-unit housing were statistically meaningful. This
investigator believes that based on this evidence, there is a meaningful statistical
relationship between population density and the nwnber ofmedical emergencies.
In looking at the results of the third research question, is there a clustered or
random pattern associated with specific types of medical emergencies. The results of the
first hypothesis, medical emergencies will exhibit a clustering pattern rather than a
random pattern, showed a definite clustered pattern. Clustering was exhibited in high-
density housing areas where the poorer segments of the population reside. The results of
the first hypothesis also confirm the results of the second hypothesis, medical
emergencies will most frequently occur in high density housing areas than in low density
housing areas.
The overall results of this study show a definite pattern that is partially supported
by Billittier et al. (1996), Dickinson et al. (1996), Shah-Canning et al. (1996), Meade et
al. (1988), and Smith (1973). The results generally show that poorer populations are
more prone to disease and injury. Thus, they will utilize emergency medical services
more frequently than wealthier populations. However, this may be true to a certain.
extent, but the major reason why this population utilizes emergency medical services is
usually not for services requiring immediate medical attention (Billittier et al. 1996). It
seems that the majority of the time this population utilizes emergency medical services
for non-life threatening injuries or health problems. These injuries and health problems
can usually be treated at home by the individual, or by routine medical appointment. The
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problem of persons accessing emergency medical services when it is unnecessary has
grown to crisis levels in EMS service areas, particularly urban EMS service areas, in the
United States. This situation can be positively altered by the introduction of injury
prevention programs (Garrison et al. 1997). Public awareness and education that targets
th.e geographic areas where these populations reside is one solution to solving this
problem that has plagued EMS service areas for several decades.
Implications and Future Research
The methodologies in this research paper can be applied to both types of
ambulance deployment strategies. The first type is known as System Status Management
(SSM). This EMS resource deployment strategy has been adopted by many private EMS
organizations nationwide. SSM is a management strategy developed to place ambulances
in geographic areas that have the highest call volume during specific hours of the day.
Ambulances are deployed on a roaming basis to strategic positions throughout a
geographic area in such a way as to minimize response times and maximize the
availability of EMS resources. Using a GIS in combination with various spatial
analytical tools, an EMS Manager can visualize from the desktop where ambulances are
located and the status of each ambulance. The locations of where the maj ority ofmedical
emergencies occur can be found on a digital map and ambulance deployed accordingly.
In addition, applying the techniques in this research paper, an EMS Manager can identify
where specific types of medical emergencies occur in relatively high frequency. Specific
EMS resources specially geared toward treating, or preventing, those types of medical
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emergencies can then be diverted to those areas. The other ambulance deployment plan
is based on fixed locations. This type of EMS resource deployment strategy is commonly
used by public EMS organizations. Ambulances are situated at fixed locations, typically
a fire station, and cover a specific geographic area. Using the techniques outlined in this
research paper, areas with the highest frequency of medical emergencies can be precisely
located. From this infonnation it can be detennined whether a specific fixed location is
optimal or not optimal. Action can be taken to find a fixed location that allows for the
most acceptable response time to a specific area. In addition, these techniques can assist
in decisions relating to whether or not more fixed locations need to be constructed in a
specific area based on the frequency and type of medical emergency.
It is hoped that the techniques and methodologies used here will spur future
geographic research in the realm of pre-hospital emergency medical services (PH-EMS).
All too often research dealing with the non-motor vehicle accident side of PH-EMS has
been neglected by geographers. One reason for this maybe the lack of availability of PH-
EMS data in a format compatible with geographic research. With the computerization of
PH-EMS data by state and local emergency medical services agencies, along with the
growing recognition of the value of GIS and spatial data management in the EMS
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Derivation of Classified Clinical Impression for EMS-PCR Data
!Pediatric Medical Emergencies «13 yrs)
Any Medical Emergency involving a child < 13 years of age
Medical Emergencies Involving Females (17 - 64 yrs)
Any Medical Emergency involving a female 17 - 64 years of age
Medical Emergencies Resulting from Acts of Violence
Gunshot Wound,Stabbing,Other Assault, Traumatic Cardiac Arrest
Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs/Alcohol
Any Medical Emergency involving Drugs or Alcohol
Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies
Diabetic Complications, Seizure Disorder
Geriatric Medical Emergencies (>64 yrs)
Any Medical Emergency involving a person> 64 years of age
Environmental Medical Emergencies
Bum,Bite/Sting,Allergic Reaction, Heat Injury,Cold Injury, Accidental
Overdose
Respiratory Medical Emergencies
Respiratory Distress, Respiratory Arrest, Hyperventilation
Cardiac Medical Emergencies
Medical Cardiac Arrest, Chest PainlDiscomfort
Mental Health Medical Emergencies
Behavioral Related Emergencies, Intentional Overdose
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APPENDIX B
cel Data obtained from EMS-PCR database
PCAP* Pediatric Medical Emergencies « 13 yrs)
PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Females (17 - 64 yrs)
PCAP Medical Emergencies Resulting from Acts of Violence
PCAP Medical Emergencies Involving Drugs/Alcohol
PCAP Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies
PCAP Geriatric Medical Emergencies (>64 yrs)
PCAP Environmental Medical Emergencies
PCAP Respiratory Medical Emergencies
PCAP Mental Health Medical Emergencies




Socio-Economic Data obtained from 1990 US Census
database
% of HUS* Rented by Whites
% of HUS Rented by Hispanics
% of HUS Rented by Blacks
.% of HUS Rented by Asians
% of HUS Ownership-White
% of HUS Ownership-Hispanic
% of HUS Ownership-Black
% of HUS Ownership-Asian
% of Population < 30 yrs
% of Population> 59 yrs
% of HH** Paying <$399 Monthly Rent
% of HH Paying $400-$599 Monthly Rent
% of HH Paying >$599 Monthly Rent
% of HUS with 1 Housing Unit at Address
% of HUS with 2-19 Housing Units at Address
% of HUS with 20-49 Housing Units at Address
% of HUS with> 50 Housing Units at Address
% of HUS with Mobile Homerrrailer at Address
% of Rental Households
% of Population Receiving Public Assistance
% Unemployment
% Male Population
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Standardized Residuals: Pediatric Medical Emergencies «13 yrs).
1:106221
Standardized Residuals: Cardiac Medical Emergencies.
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1:106221
Standardized Residuals: Diabetic/Seizure Medical Emergencies .
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Standardized Residuals: Mental Health Medical Emergencies
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Standardized Residuals: Respiratory Medical Emergencies.
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